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The Development of Indicators on Missing Persons 
By Dr Melanie Klinkner1 

 

Introduction  
Missing persons cases are a global phenomenon that exists on a shocking scale. As amply outlined, 
described and analysed in all five preceding regional reports, persons go missing during armed 
conflict, migration, as a result of systematic human rights abuses, disasters or organized crime. The 
reports paint stark and often harrowing pictures: the many missing persons cases arising from 
migration hotspots and routes in the MENA region; missing persons as a result of trafficking, 
particularly in relation to women and children, in African states; hundreds of unresolved missing 
persons cases as a legacy of armed conflict in the Balkans; the remarkable activism of mothers and 
relatives in spurring on the development of frameworks for investigation, legislative developments 
and redress in Latin America; and the impact of natural disasters, such as the 2004 tsunami, amidst a 
plethora of causes for persons going missing in Asia. 
 
The reasons for persons going missing is undoubtedly diverse, as reflected in the ICMP’s broad 
mandate. Places, circumstances and reasons may all differ. However, this global report highlights a 
commonality: a family or community suffering from anguish and grief as a result of their loved ones 
going missing. They need answers and have the right to know what happened to those that went 
missing. This, as reflected in the many chapter recommendations, requires first and foremost clear 
actions on behalf of the State who has obligations primarily to protect individuals and resolve the 
fate of missing and disappeared persons.  
 
But there is another common challenge arising from the chapters’ stocktaking exercise, that of 
accurately quantifying and measuring the scale of missing persons cases at country level. A lack of 
coherent statistics, data and essential context information on institutional structures and processes 
renders it difficult, if not impossible, to assess whether rights attaching to missing persons and their 
families are safeguarded and what the scale of the problem is. Whilst all reports have drawn on 
many data sources, coherent linkage between the data points is lacking. 
 
Based on the premise that such information is not only desirable and beneficial but indeed essential 
in the quest to better understand missing persons cases across the globe, this chapter presents a 
first conceptual sketch on how rights attaching to missing persons cases might be rendered more 
connected and measurable. To achieve this, the development of missing persons indicators is 
proffered and explored. Accordingly, the chapter begins (1) with a brief overview of what data 
sources are readily available, before (2) offering an appraisal of the rationale for indicators. This is 
followed (3) by an outline of the core legal framework that governs the subject of missing persons. 
Finally, (4) the chapter presents a first attempt at concretizing what missing persons indicators might 
look like. 
 

1. Missing Persons data 
All five reports draw on a multitude of data in their quest to substantiate, evidence and quantify the 
plight of missing persons and their families in the regions covered. The data accessed can be roughly 
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grouped into data ascertained at international, state and civil-society/community level, though 
arguably there is some overlap between this rather crude segmentation, specifically in relation to 
globally active NGOs. The point here is to give an overview on sources of missing persons data. 
 

1.1. International mechanisms and institutions as providers of data 
At an international level, a number of organizations gather and hold information on missing persons 
cases. The International Commission on Missing Persons, with its broad mandate on the subject of 
missing persons operates an Online Inquiry Centre whereby it can capture reports of missing 
persons. The International Committee of Red Cross has its Missing Persons Project to primarily 
develop technical standards and expertise on the subject; it also operates a tracing service. 
Depending on where both International Organisations are operational, detailed information and 
statistics on missing persons cases, successful investigations and resolution can be ascertained.  
 
A further key actor in relation to missing persons is INTERPOL through its Yellow notices, a 
searchable public database for missing persons  and its well-established Disaster Victim 
Identification approach (Interpol 2018).
 
A most valuable resource in ascertaining global figures tracking deaths along migratory routes and 
persons going missing when crossing State borders, is the International Organisation for Migration’s 
Missing Migrants Project where data is compiled based on estimates from IOM, national authorities 
and media sources.2  
 
Also noteworthy are the various international and regional fora where victims are seeking redress 
for rights breached. For a number of key international human rights treaties, such as the  
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights or the Convention Against Torture and Other 
Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, for example, so called ‘Treaty Monitoring 
Bodies’ have been established to further compliance of State Parties. They also enable individual 
victims who suffered human rights violations to file a complaint against State Parties to the 
respective treaty subject to the State recognising the Committee’s competence. Regional human 
rights bodies are tasked with safeguarding human rights protection. They comprise of the European 
Court of Human Rights; the human rights protection system of the Organization of American States 
with its interplay between the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights and the Inter-American 
Court for Human Rights; the Arab Charter on Human Rights; and the African Court on Human and 
People's Rights which seeks to complement the African Commission on Human and Peoples' Rights. 
Complaints may be lodged by individuals alleging their rights have been breached by the State. 
There are, however, strict admissibility requirements: Individuals who allege to have suffered 
violations of rights contained within the relevant human rights instrument can submit a complaint, 
provided that domestic avenues and remedies have been exhausted and the object of the complaint 
is not pending before another international jurisdiction. Whilst not necessarily yielding quantitative 
data3, such cases do offer important qualitative assessments on whether a state has conducted an 
effective investigation, ‘based on thorough, objective and impartial analysis of all relevant elements’ 
(Kukhalashvili and others v Georgia 2020, para 130) and on the harm suffered. In Velásquez 
Rodriguez v Honduras (on enforced disappearance) compensation was awarded to the family of the 
victim for loss of earning, pecuniary and moral damage, including emotional harm.  
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1.2.  Data on reporting and investigation 
States, through their structures, are arguably best placed to gather information on missing persons. 
The United Kingdom, for example, has a Missing Persons Unit and general advice on reporting a 
missing persons is available through dedicated government website on how reporting a missing 
person.. 
 
All regional reports contained in this publication have sought to ascertain statistics that may point to 
causes for persons going missing. When gross human rights abuses at state level are suspected, the 
number of persons found at illegal detention centres can give an indication of scale. During armed 
conflict the number of missing and displaced persons is often interlinked; statistics on those going 
missing in action should also be compiled. In circumstances of illegal migration, trafficking and 
organized crime, the relevant authorities should be able to track the numbers of those individual 
going missing in those circumstances as well as investigation efforts that follow. 
 
The focus of a global report is to point to the systematic and complicated landscape of missing 
persons, often with staggering numbers. For completeness, it is however worth listing certain factors 
that may result in individual missing persons and with it sources of useful data. They include persons 
going missing as a result of lost documents, miscommunication, domestic abuse, absconding, mental 
health issue, asylum or refuge seeking or the start of a new relationship (Greene and Collie 2021). 
 
When information on missing persons is not forthcoming, the issue may be one of structures, 
capacity and/or political will, for the level of information provision is contingent on States having 
pre-existing structures to deal with the issue of persons going missing, whether in relation to 
conflict, human rights abuse, irregular migration or disaster. Where such a legal and institutional 
framework is not existent or compromised, the relevant data may not be gathered or not be publicly 
available. 
 

1.3. Civil Society, victim group and community information 
The needs of survivors to have their loved one’s fate revealed can be both overwhelming and 
enduring. It is therefore unsurprising perhaps that individual victims and victim group may wish to 
influence and participate in processes to help access information and, where possible, participate in 
justice processes. 
 
At a global level, a number of NGOs such as the International Centre for Transitional Justice, Human 
Rights Watch and Amnesty International are reporting, monitoring and offering assistance following 
human rights abuses which can include efforts to ameliorate the cause and alleviate the impact of 
persons going missing.  
 
As rightly outlined in the Americas report, NGOs assisting with scientific-investigative work, such as 
forensic groups and digital, open source fact-finding organisations, can offer invaluable data and 
data sets. A growing body of literature testifies to the advances digital evidence and technological 
documentation have made for human rights investigations (e.g. Freeman 2018; Dubberley, Koenig 
and Murray 2020), including in relation to the benefits of solving missing persons cases through the 
use of DNA (e.g. Erlich, Stover and White 2021).  
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Local, regional and national civil society groups are also instrumental in documenting missing 
persons cases, offering valuable support systems whilst seeking avenues for resolution of missing 
persons cases and redress.  
 
Crucial in this regard can be the activities by individuals, community leaders and victim groups in 
compiling lists of missing or deceased persons. The publication ‘Pursuing Justice for Mass Atrocities. 
A Handbook for Victim Groups’ (McIntosh 2021), an educational source for victim groups, suggests 
the following actions and benefits: 
 

Victim groups may decide to record the number of people who have disappeared or been 
killed. They may keep a tally or even record victims’ names if it is safe to do so. Keeping 
these records not only can help communities memorialize what has happened but also could 
help data experts estimate the total number of victims. For example, it may shed light on the 
nature of the violence by demonstrating that a particular group has been persecuted and 
that the violence is not random or perpetrated equally by all sides. Because governments 
and armed groups do not typically keep detailed records of their crimes, this information 
would otherwise be difficult for outsiders to learn (McIntosh 2021, p80). 
 

Undoubtedly, an accurate record of what happened and the impact it has on affected individuals 
and communities, can assist in putting pressures on the relevant authorities to investigate missing 
persons cases. But of course, such sources of information may be fragmented. Any attempts at 
integration inevitably raise data protection, privacy, ethics, safety and data security concerns and is 
contingent on the desire for collaboration and much needed trust. Missing Persons Indicators may 
serve as a conceptual avenue for seeking to integrate and carefully connect some of the data from 
disparate sources.  

2. The rationale for Missing Persons Indicators 
Human rights indicators have gained recognition as a useful tool in ‘articulating and advancing claims 
on duty-bearers and for formulating public policies and programmes that facilitate the realization of 
human rights’ (UNOHCR 2012, p2). Indicators serve to measures the extent to which policy 
objectives are achieved. Indeed, as this global report suggests, a grappling is needed to better 
articulate, safeguard and measure the full range of human rights issues associated with missing 
persons. But what are indicators? 
 
Indicators are commonly understood as an observable and measurable characteristic that evidence 
changes over time (UN Women 2010). In the context of human rights, it is data (quantitative and 
qualitative) relevant to the enjoyment of a specific human rights. To be meaningful, indicators 
should be valid, reliable, objective, precise and timely but also be clearly aligned with policy goals as 
well as feasible in the sense that generating or acquiring the data is not too resource-intensive 
(compiled from UN Women 2010 and Eibel 2006). Finally, indicators should ideally be capable of 
disaggregation to ensure data can be disaggregated to measure non-discrimination and equality (this 
cross-cutting human right is very pertinent to missing persons cases4). 
Fundamentally the point and purpose of indicators is to help record information effectively and 
allow for links and patterns to become visible. To achieve this, the literature on the subject uses the 
following three indicator categories: 
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Structural indicators: Structural indicators are examining the legal, regulatory and institutional 
structures in place. A state who has signed and ratified a human rights treaty has expressed 
commitment to a certain set of human rights. Therefore, the state should have domestic legislation, 
institutional mechanisms and policies to safeguard the right and secure redress when it is breached. 
Consequently, the UN Guide stipulates that structural indicators ‘focus first and foremost on the 
nature of domestic law in relation to a specific right – i.e., whether it incorporates the required 
international standards – and the institutional mechanisms that promote and protect those 
standards’ (UNOHCHR 2012, p35).  
 
Since the United Nations Treaty mechanism is much concerned with monitoring progress, that is 
how states progress over time in their protection of human rights, a set of process indicators is 
suggested. Process indicators evaluate, for example, public programmes designed to implement 
better human rights compliance; budget allocation to address a shortcomings or other specific 
measures taken by the state to implement commitment for a particular human right. 
Finally, outcome indicators are designed to ‘provide summary information on the extent of 
realisation of a human right’ (Söllner 2006, p151). They assess, whether a right (or set of rights) is 
indeed ‘enjoyed’ by the population. Outcome indicators are therefore results-oriented and measure 
the results that the State has achieved through its various regulations, policies, programmes and 
activities. 
 
Within the realm of the United Nations human rights mechanisms, the benefits of indicators are 
clear: it helps with the monitoring process. A core activity of the United Nation’s Human Rights 
Council is the Universal Periodic Review whereby the human rights situation in member states 
countries are subjected to scrutiny. Indicators will assist states in evidencing and reporting and the 
reviewing body in its assessment. 
The development of human rights indicators, as amply outlined in the UN Guide on the subject, 
requires a robust methodology; a methodology that fully considers all ethical, data protection and 
statistical issues that attach to the indicator selection. A clear understanding of data generating 
mechanisms is also required. Furthermore, due regard must be given to the ability to disaggregate 
data and the processes of identifying indicators is often predicated on detailed consultations with 
States and the relevant Treaty Monitoring bodies. Such detailed considerations on method are 
beyond the scope of this conceptual sketch. Nor is creating a tool to hold States to account the 
purpose of this exercise. The purpose of this outlook is distinctly more modest as it seeks to 
conceptualise indicators primarily as a tool to assist stakeholders in better understanding the global 
phenomenon, albeit from a rights-based perspective. 
 
With this limitation in mind, what might be the wider benefits of creating missing persons indicators? 
At a foundational level, a better understanding of the legal framework a state has subscribed to, the 
structures that are in place at state-level, and an awareness of constraints and outcomes will benefit 
a number of stakeholders: 

• First and foremost, any progress of collating such information will assist families of the 
missing persons in understanding their rights under international law, domestic law and how 
they are institutionally safeguarded (or not) at country level.  
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• In the regional reports the importance of Civil society organization, family organisations and 
community leaders in advocating investigations into missing persons cases and advancing 
the rights of families has been highlighted. Indicators would provide them with information 
that might contribute to optimizing their own strategies. 

• States will benefit from a set of indicators that would assist them in optimizing their present 
commitments, legislation, and operationalization mechanism to progress and resolve 
missing persons cases. They can help highlight the need for specific assistance mechanisms 
or technical support required to fulfill its obligations. 

• It will further assist when collaboration between and across state borders are required; 
firstly, because it aids transparency in state processes and secondly, good state practice can 
be discerned and disseminated. 

• For the international organizations (but also international community) it will offer 
information that paints a more precise and coherent account of the full scale of the global 
issue that missing persons cases present and galvanize support where it is most needed. 

It is from this perspective of supporting, assisting and encouraging all stakeholder involved in 
missing persons processes that this preliminary outlook chapter understands the remit and purpose 
of missing persons indicators. 

3. Developing indicators on Missing Persons: the legal framework 
There are some obvious obstacles when seeking to transfer the language and framework of human 
rights indicators to the topic of missing persons. 
 
Firstly, depending on circumstances, a number of right bearers may exist5: the individual that went 
missing; the family that is seeking to understand the fate of the missing individual; and, in 
circumstances of gross human rights violations such as enforced disappearance and the context of 
transitional justice, the wider public who may have an interest in knowing what happened 
(UNOHCHR 2005).  
 
Secondly, a number of human rights coalesce under the wider issue of missing persons: At the most 
fundamental level are the right to life, right to security and liberty, as well as the dignity of the 
person. The right to be free from torture also serves as a good example to illustrate how the right 
may apply concurrently: to the individual that was taken and to the family members since the not 
knowing what happened to the loved one may constitute a form of inhumane and degrading 
treatment. The catalogue of rights can be further expanded to include: the right to family life and 
privacy and, as argued in cases of mass atrocity, the right to the truth (which includes a public 
aspect). Also noteworthy are the procedural rights that arise when the right to life has been 
breached. This includes the right to an effective investigation, an obligation placed on the state to 
conduct comprehensive and effective investigations of human rights abuses, regardless of who 
committed violations and abuses (State or non-State actors). Failure to investigate the fate and 
whereabouts of missing persons in an effective way, including the circumstances of their 
disappearance, can constitute a continuing breach of fundamental human rights of both the missing 
persons and their family members. 
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One might also wish to draw attention to what are known as ‘cross-cutting’ human rights such as 
non-discrimination and equality, participation, access to remedy, accountability, the rule of law and 
good governance. Missing persons and their families should enjoy such rights. 
 
Furthermore, the subject of missing persons is complex often straddling various branches of 
international law and, where border crossing is involved, may involve more than one state.  
The importance of a comprehensive and holistic approach to the subject of missing persons is not 
new and has been noted. The ICMP Paris Principles, for example, seek to build a global consensus on 
how to address the issue of persons going missing. They highlight the importance of the State as the 
primary entity for solving missing persons cases whilst noting the different rights that missing 
persons cases bring to the fore, as well as the critical requirements of cooperation and capacity to 
realise those rights. 
 
 

At the PARIS PEACE FORUM on 12 November 2018, the International Commission on 
Missing Persons (ICMP) presented the eight “Paris Principles” to reflect and advance an 
emerging global consensus on how to address the issue of persons going missing.  
 

1. State responsibility 
States bear a responsibility for ensuring lasting peace, reconciliation and social cohesion – 
resolving the fate of missing and disappeared persons, and protecting persons against 
disappearance, is an integral element in securing this objective. 

2. Substantive rights 
The right to dignity and to life, the right not to be subjected to torture or degrading treatment, 
the right to a family life and to privacy, and the right to recognition as a person before the law 
– are all invoked when a person goes missing or is a victim of enforced disappearance. 

3. Capacities 
Investigations are credible only if they are capable of establishing the facts – adequate 
capacities cannot be ensured ad hoc or through philanthropy: they require official and 
sustained efforts and permanent provisions. 

4. Cooperation 
The issue of missing persons does not respect borders: it has an international dimension – 
cooperation between States and with international institutions is an indispensable element in 
effective measures to account for the missing. 

5. Procedural rights 
Rights have meaning only if violations and abuses are investigated. Persons who go missing or 
are victims of enforced disappearance are entitled to protection under the law; relatives and 
others close to a missing or disappeared person have the right to an effective investigation. 

6. Truth 
The right to the truth means that the circumstances of disappearances are made known – 
including establishing cause and manner of death in cases where the missing person is 
deceased. 

7. Justice 
Criminal activity is behind the vast majority of disappearances – the justice system must lead 
efforts to investigate disappearances and prosecute those responsible. 

8. Rule of law 
Rule-of-law failures are a cause and a consequence of persons going missing or disappearing – 
all measures to address the issue must uphold and advance the rule-of-law. 
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4. First step towards the development of missing persons indicators 
In light of the exposition above, is the endeavor of creating missing persons indicators doomed? 
Whilst it is certainly true that there is not one ‘Missing Persons Right’ that might lend itself to a 
rigorous indicator development exercise (as developed, for example, in the context of Violence 
against Women and Girls), persevering with the missing persons indicators has real merit, 
particularly when adopting the nomenclature of structural indicators and outcome indicators; a 
more cautious approach may be necessary when seeking to conceptualise process indicators, since 
the processes, actors and rights at issue are multi-faceted and multi-layered rendering evaluative 
efforts more challenging. Nevertheless, attempting to advance indicators that logically link state 
commitments, efforts and outputs is compelling. 
 

4.1. Working towards Structural Missing Persons Indicators 
As outlined above, structural indicators measure the legal, regulatory and institutional mechanisms 
and these can be related to missing persons cases. 
A systematic review of international treaty obligations that contain provisions relevant to missing 
persons and their families will help ascertain the various obligations that States have ratified. There 
is no one missing persons treaty. Instead a number of applicable treaties can be listed as indicative 
for a number of rights that attach to missing persons: 

• the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR),  
• the Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or 

Punishment (CAT);  
• the International Convention for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearance 

(CED). 

More such instruments can be cited, including at regional level and provisions contained in soft law6, 
but what the three mentioned treaties seek to illustrate is that a structural indicator on missing 
persons could therefore capture what international treaties, relevant for the subject of missing 
persons, have been ratified by the State. This is also easily measurable for the UN has a regularly 
updated dashboard that tracks the status of Treaty ratifications. Date of entry into force can also be 
recorded. à suggested Indicator 1: Recognition of the rights of Missing Persons and their families 
in international law 
 
A further structural examination can then follow at national level. The International Convention for 
the Protection al All Persons from Enforced Disappearance requires relevant authorities to have 
official records and registers of all persons deprived of their liberty (Article 17(3)). This would require 
implementation in domestic law. Therefore, a further structural indicator could measure the extent 
to which international treaties are reflected in national law.  à suggested Indicator 2: Domestic 
Legislation enshrining rights of Missing Persons and their families 
 
Structural indicators also seek to ascertain what national institutions exist to address human rights 
issues. In the case of missing persons this could be a designated Missing Persons Authority for the 
co-ordination of the missing persons effort (the 2004 Bosnian Law on Missing Persons, Article 7, for 
example provides such legislation). Such national mechanisms are designed to put in place safe 
reporting structures to create a registry of missing persons and associated information; it may also 
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serve to start the process of investigations. Such information should be in the public domain and 
easily accessible. à suggested indicator 3: Institutional mechanisms dedicated to Missing Persons. 

 
4.2. A cautious approach towards charting Process Indicators on Missing Persons  
Whilst process indicators are incredibly important for human rights monitoring, a wholesale 
translation into the realm of missing persons is not without its challenges. And this is perhaps best 
visible in the very differing data sources canvassed above in section 1 pertaining to very different 
stages in the processes of resolving missing persons cases: at a minimum there are reporting, 
investigation and communication of results stages.  
The UN Guide (2012) usefully lists some process indicators in relation to the Disappearance of 
Individuals and includes:   

- Proportion of communications from the Working Group of Enforced and Voluntary 
Disappearances responded to effectively by the Government in the reporting period 

- Proportion of cases where pretrial detention exceeded the legally stipulated time limit 
(UNOHCHR 2012, p101). 

Therefore, process indicators in relation to missing persons would require a careful examination of 
the proportion of missing persons cases reported that have been investigated by the government 
effectively and, depending on the circumstances, adjudicated at the national level in a certain period 
of time. Further, the proportion of cases that have been investigated ex officio and where the 
Government responded in an effective manner could be constructed into an indicator. 
 
The right to an effective investigation is an essential procedural right, particularly pertinent to cases 
of enforced disappearance and missing persons cases resulting in death. It is clearly articulated in 
jurisprudence with obligations paced on the State (Cyprus v Turkey 2001). In circumstances of death, 
the duty to conduct an effective investigation means that the investigation needs to be 
independent, adequate (for example, Article 12 of the CED) and capable of determining facts and 
identifying those responsible (Kukhalashvili and others v Georgia 2020). The investigation must have 
sufficient authority to obtain information and hold officials to account. It must be conducted 
promptly; overall, it is a continuing obligation to investigate (Aslakhanova and others v Russia 2012) 
but an obligation of means and not of ends.7 The Inter- American Court of Human Rights stresses the 
need for an investigation to consider the broader context and complexities surrounding events (The 
Massacres of El Mozote and other Places v El Salvador 2012) to achieve the ‘most complete historical 
truth possible, including the determination of patterns of collective action’ (Valle Jaramillo et al. v 
Colombia 2008, para 102) in line with the right to know the truth (for example, CED Article 24(2)). In 
short there are a number of factors that would render an investigation ‘effective’. The complex set 
of requirements might make the development of process indicators rather convoluted, as it would 
most likely include indicators to ascertain what proportion of officials are held to account as part of 
the effective investigation requirement.  
 
To be clear, the justice system, including courts, prosecutors, law enforcement and related 
institutions, constitute the most comprehensive investigative resource in any country. Working with 
and through justice and related institutions represents the strongest possible commitment to 
dealing with the issue of missing persons in a non-discriminatory, rights-based manner, and 
contributes directly to building the credibility of these institutions. Their aim is also to, where 
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possible, prevent people from going missing. Scrutinizing their effectiveness has benefits but is, 
arguably, the prerogative of the United Nations review system. 
 
While therefore such a granular set of process indicators may be ill-aligned with the spirit of 
supporting, assisting and encouraging states and stakeholders, an indicator to measure an increase 
of collaboration between intra-state, inter-state and international actors would greatly help to 
identify and close any gap. Such an indicator would further dovetail with a recommendation from 
the Americas report which argues for great harmonization in infrastructure and policies. This, in turn 
will facilitate greater alignment between all actors and with it the likelihood of protecting the safety 
of those that have gone missing whilst also seeking to minimize the distressing effect felt by the 
families. à tentative indicator 4 – Missing Persons Collaboration 

There is further scope to sub-divide such a collaboration indicator to allow the assessment of 
cooperation in areas such as secure data sharing and identification efforts. 
 
4.3. Working towards Output Missing Persons Indicators 
As outlined above, outcome indicators are designed to offer summary information on the realization 
of a right. In the case of missing persons, it might be useful to distinguish negative and positive 
outcome indicators. 
A negative output indicator could measure the reported missing persons cases (as reported to an 
international organization or a State). Such an indicator could also take into account the data 
sources identified in section 1.3, where civil society organizations compile lists. Such different 
sources of data can appear as sub-indicators and cross-referenced with official statistics.  
Conversely, a positive output indicator would serve to quantify the proportion of missing persons 
cases that were, in fact, clarified by the state. Such statistics would clearly demonstrate the link 
between the structural indicators achieving the desired and intended effect as evidenced by the 
positive output indicator. 
à suggested indicator 5 – Reported Missing Persons Cases 
à suggested indicator 6 – Resolved Missing Persons Cases.  

5. Serving Missing Persons and their families better 
The past decades have seen an increase in the level of attention directed toward the issue of missing 
persons and how it is addressed. In particular, law-based institutional approaches, the use of 
modern forensic methods and advanced data processing systems have made it possible to locate 
missing persons with a level of effectiveness that was not possible before. However, despite such 
progress, as outlined in this report, there is more to be done to enable states to address this issue in 
all its aspects.  
 
The conceptual outline presented here is intended to support truth and justice-seeking through the 
creation of rights-based missing persons indicators for inclusion in future editions of the present 
Global Report, offering a systematically enhanced, factually-informed picture at the levels of 
countries and global regions.  
 
The development of indicators, as tentatively mapped out here, will help create systematic links 
between different types of quantitative and qualitative data. The extent to which states subscribe to 
international law and the degree to which public authorities implement policies to address missing 
persons issues is measurable. Indicators will help build a more comprehensive, convincing and 
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systematic account of how the issue of missing persons permeates international law and domestic 
state spheres, and connects actors for the benefit of the affected communities. 
 
Aside from seeking to lay a useful foundation for future editions of the Global Report, the 
development of missing persons indicators will make visible, and to some extent quantifiable, 
missing persons processes that are consistent with international human rights norms and rights-
informed processes. But ultimately, they are geared towards clear goals: to bring answers to families 
of the missing, and advance the cause of justice for society at large. 
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